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Technical datasheets

Front pocket

inside layout

Three-colour 
embroidery 1453 PARADE GREY

2-in-1 bag to be worn as messenger bag 
with a long strap or as a rucksack:
- Laptop compartment with velcro

- Adjustable straps and padding for more comfort

- Inserts to tidy the unused straps

TEchnicAl DEScRiPTion
- Messenger bag or rucksack - the choice is yours!
- Two-zip 75cm opening on the top as a messenger bag and on the right side as a rucksack.
-  39cm zip opening on the front with a carabiner for keys, phone pocket with velcro and elastic, 

4 card slots with one transparent window.
-  Inside compartments in the front section: zip pocket 17cm deep, second phone pocket with elastic and velcro, 

3 pen pockets, 2 pockets for documents 13cm deep.
-  Inside compartments in the rear section: laptop compartment 37 x 24cm with elasticated velcro fastening, document 

pockets.
-  On the back, a padded mesh section for extra comfort and the possibility of carrying it as a messenger bag on the handle 

of a suitcase. A zip pocket and two inserts hide the rucksack straps when it is a messenger bag. Two inserts in front and 
back hide the handles when it is a rucksack.

- Delivered with a large strap for the messenger bag version. Size: 43x30x9 cm
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Composition:
Exterior fabric: 100% Polyester + Bonded Polyurethane

Other info: 300D + Bonded Polyvinyl chloride

Lining: 100% Nylon Ripstop 210D + Bonded Polyurethane
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